Abstract-Recently, the need to extra frequency bands is increasing significantly due to modern devices and applications. This problem can be addressed by exploiting the idle spectra. Thus, the spectrum exploiting is performed using the technique of spectrum sensing. In this paper, a new cooperative spectrum sensing scheme is proposed based on discrete cosine transform periodogram. This scheme is applied on both DVB models for AWGN channel and various S NR values. The obtained results reveal that the proposed scheme has a good performance for ten secondary users and low S NR.
I. INTRODUCTION
Last decade, the demand to resources of spectrum have been increasing since the wireless devices and standards are extending. In addition, the static spectrum allocations is inefficient way for spectrum utilization because it leads to spectrum scarcity as the Federal Communication Commissio n (FCC) survey. This survey shows also the allocated spectra that are busy are less than 30% in some geographic area daily [1] . Utilizing the licensed spectrum by a Secondary User (SU) is one of spectrum utilization enhancing techniques. This technique is called the Cognitive radio (CR), which permits SU to exploit a spectrum if the Primary User (PU) is idle. It senses the frequency holes and is reused by SU without harmful interference to PU. In addition, it detects the spectra continuously to watch the PU return [2] .
The One of the main parts in CR cycle is the Spectrum Sensing (SS) as shown in Figure 1 . It can be performed according to one of signal properties. For instance, Energy Detection (ED) technique depends on the energy of signal, cyclostationary feature detection depends on cyclic frequency, matched filter detection depends on all signal properties and so on. Thus, the matched filter detection is the most complex technique while the cyclostationary feature detection is moderate in complexity. Whereas the ED technique is the lowest one in complexity [3] . There are two ways to achieve the ED technique; time-domain and frequency-domain. The second way is better than first one that can sense many bands by watching wider bandwidths. The frequency-domain based ED technique is called also a periodogram and is implemented by Power Spectral Density (PSD) estimation [4] .
Cooperating among secondary users is enhanced the performance of spectrum sensing such as decreasing the interference to PU [5] [6] [7] . In addition, it can address a problem of hidden node that establishes in the spectrum sensing system for single SU [6] . However, the cooperating spectrum sensing system is more complexity and need to traffic control between receivers. Thus, a delay establishes among terminals and then the broadcast of data will be reduced [8] . There are two types for cooperating spectrum sensing; centralized sensing and distributed sensing. In the first technique, the detection reports of secondary users are aggregated by a fusion centre then recognizing the idle channels. After that, the fusion centre sends the data of idle channels to secondary users and manages the traffic of them. While in the second one, the detection reports of secondary users are shared among them yet each user decides according to spectrum that may reuse [7] .
In the literature, the authors analysed a cooperative SS based on Welch periodogram in [1] . They indicated that the biggest cooperation gain occurred between only two secondary users. In [9] , the paper is investigated that the false alarm probability become zero for any detection joint probability when the number of secondary users tends to infinity in OR-rule case. In addition, the false alarm probability tends to one in AND-rule case under same conditions. However, both previous results is carried out for non-zero SNR. Whereas the authors in [10] proposed a recursive sensor to made an optimal data fusion rule. This algorithm is depended on the Jarque-Bera statistics. An adaptive access scheme for unbalanced SNR environment is derived in [11] . It managed the complex slot and then enhancing the collection period among the secondary users. In [12] , the paper is studied the ED technique for several fading channels. It is applied them for varying number of secondary users up to 10. Generalizing the ED technique is performed by authors in [13] . They used the log-likelihood ratio test to estimate the error that happens in fusion centre. This paper analyses a new cooperative centralized sensing technique, which based on Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) periodogram. This periodogram can keep the signal resolution and identify the signal from noise in low SNR.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the SS fundamental based on periodogram is presented for general SS techniques. Section 3 analyses the DCT periodogram for cooperative SS. In Section 4, the results of the proposed detector is evaluated. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 5.
II. THE PERIODOGRAM FUNDAMENTALS FOR SS
In the CR network, the SS part is considered an essential part, which detects an idle band without interference. Using the binary hypothesis is solved the detection problem. This hypothesis is broke into two hypotheses; absence hypothesis H0 (the spectrum is idle) and present hypothesis H1 (the spectrum is busy) [14] . A SU looks at a PU signal (as follows), analyses and decides whether the PU is present or not [7] .
where y(n) and s(n) represent the received PU signal at the SU and the transmitted PU signal without noise, respectively. s(n) is assumed to be an identical and independent random process (i.i.d) with a zero mean and a variance of 2 . In addition, w(n) denotes the Gaussian noise with a zero mean and a variance of 2 , and N represents the signal length [15] .
One of SS techniques the ED scheme, which can be achieved by either time-domain SS algorithm or frequency-domain SS algorithm. The periodogram, or the frequency-domain SS algorithm, is better than the first algorithm. Because it enables to sense many bands over a wider bandwidth that is represented by PSD [16] . This periodogram is performed using Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) to estimate the PU power and then squared. After that, the PSD is achieved by averaging the DFT bins over the signal length. Finally, the sensing decision is done after a comparison between the PSD is made and the threshold (as shown in Figure 1) . The detection process may calculate as follows [17] :
where λ denotes the predefined threshold that is affected by the noise and (
) is considered to be the decision static. Thus, the decision statistic can be estimated as [18] .
where Pfa is considered the false alarm probability and means an incorrect indication of the PU signal present. Whereas, Pd is considered the detection probability and means a correct sensing of the PU signal present. Furthermore, Q1(a, b) represents the Marcum Q function of a and b and Q(x) represents the tail probability of the standard normal distribution that is given as:
The Receiver Operational Characteristic (ROC) curve describes the performance of the SS technique and is a relationship between Pd and Pfa, where the desired performance is defined as higher Pd with lower Pfa. When the Pd is high, the PU gets more protection. Thus, the SU is able to again reuse the spectrum when the Pfa is low. Moreover, λ is chosen to estimate a false alarm rate; therefore, the variance of noise is necessary to compute it [7] . Thus, it can be derived λ from (7) as follows:
III. THE PROPOSED COOPERATIVE SS TECHNIQUE DCT-II is a transform with cosine bases function, is periodic and has even symmetry converses to the DFT that is only periodic. To achieve the DCT-II, the signal can be represented by a new periodic and symmetric signal and retrieved it, as shown in (10) and (11) as follows [4] : [4] . Thus, the PU signal can be represented by DCT to estimate the presenting of signal as shown in Figure 3 . Moreover, (2) in terms of DCT, it becomes:
where, a[n] is the original M-point signal and A[k] is the DCT M-point of a[n]
where
) is the decision static and is lower in complexity than the traditional periodogram. The OR-rule is considered to perform the cooperative SS. This rule means when one of cooperating secondary users senses a PU spectrum, the system decides the PU is present. Therefore, the joint detection probability Qd and joint false alarm probability Qfa can be given as [1] :
where nsu represents the number of cooperating secondary users.
Finally, the proposed detector performance is influenced by the removal coefficients of DCT. These coefficients can be set to zero without a huge impression on the PSD of the PU spectrum because the DCT is focused on the low indices of its sequence [4] .
IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULT S
The results are presented of the proposed cooperative SS technique to discover its reliability. The Monte Carlo algorithm is achieved the proposed technique for 10 2 independent trials for 2K model. A comparison is done between the proposed periodogram and raw techniques. This comparison is carried out in terms of ROC for different values of SNR (where the channel type is AWGN). The signal type of PU is a baseband Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) according to DVB standards as shown in Table 1.   TABLE I. T HE SPECIFICATIONS OF DVB SYSTEM Figures 4 and 5 shown the ROC for single SU and five secondary users where the SNR is varied from -20dB to 0dB. From both previous figures, it shown that the traditional periodogram has a poor performance in the lower SNR [3] . On the other hand, the proposed DCT periodogram has a good performance. Thus, the proposed scheme performance is better than that of traditional scheme in cases of single and multi-users. Because the variance in the DCT is lower than that in DFT. The removal coefficients ratio are equal to -73 dBW in the 2K-model for both single and multi-users cases. Figure 6 shows the impact of SU numbers on the performance of the proposed cooperative SS scheme. In addition, the SNR equals to -20 dB and the ratio of removal coefficients equals to -73 dBW. This figure reveals that when the number of users increases the joint false alarm probability will increase too but the joint detection probability will decrease. Where the joint detection and false alarm probabilities are (0.9, 0.08), (0.9, 0.16), and (0.9, 0.24) for 5, 10, 15 users, respectively.
The impact of removal coefficients ratio play a big role in both DCT and FFT periodograms. The accuracy of sensing process is effected by the variance. Thus, the proposed cooperative SS performance is better than that of the traditional periodogram. The variance values are shown in the following table for all previous results. Finally, the performance detection of the proposed cooperative SS scheme is better than that of the raw periodogram. Since the probability of detection is 90% or more with the probability of false alarm is 8% in the proposed scheme. While in the raw periodogram, both probabilities are approximately same. In addition, the variance in the proposed scheme is very low compared with the traditional one. Because of the energy compaction property of DCT, the samples that have the lowest values are vanished without affection on the accuracy of signal detection. Moreover, the proposed scheme has a half mathematically complex of the traditional system and then is faster than the traditional system. V. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, the ED performance based on DCT periodogram was analyzed. This system conserve the signal resolution with low variance value. In addition, it has an excellent performance for sensing. Furthermore, the removal coefficients are flexible to enhance the performance until get on the desire performance. It can be adapted to help the scheme to accept more secondary users number with desire joint detection probability. The result reveals the proposed scheme has lower complexity than the raw system and faster.
